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QOA Taxi Cover Pty Ltd 
Notification of exclusive dealing 

We act for QOA Taxi Cover Pty Ltd ACN 165 604 731 (QOATC). 

Attached is a Form G Notification of exclusive dealing. 

The conduct the subject of the notification relates to conduct QOATC intends to undertake in the 
operation of a discretionary mutual fund to be established and known as QOA Taxi Cover (Fund). 

The Fund is an unregistered managed investment scheme.  When a member contributes money to the 
Fund, it is pooled together with other member’s contributions.  QOATC then manages the use of the 
contributions to pay benefits to members and meet the management, administration and operating 
costs of the fund (including the acquisition of insurance policies).Benefits of the Scheme include 
repairs to taxis following collisions (own damage or third party), public liability and personal accident 
cover to the drivers 

In a discretionary mutual fund, members’ entitlements are at the discretion of the trustee of the fund. In 
the case of the Fund, the trustee is QOATC.  Each claim will be considered by QOATC on its merits 
and circumstances. QOATC has absolute discretion to refuse a claim. The discretion also allows 
QOATC to exercise its power so that in unexpected or special or unusual circumstances it may pay 
claims, which would ordinarily be excluded. 

QOATC also has the discretion to decide whom to admit to membership and the discretion to decide 
whether or not to accept a member’s application for membership. Only taxi operators are entitled to 
apply for membership of the Fund. Members of the Fund have the right to have a claim for cover 
considered by QOATC and QOATC has the discretion to grant a member’s claim for cover. 

It is important to note that an interest in the Fund is not a contract of insurance. 

The conduct the subject of the Form G notification relates to benefits to be provided to members on 
the condition that they choose to have repairs to their taxis conducted by recommended repairers 
nominated by QOATC, or other repairers who are authorised on an ad hoc basis (collectively, 
Recommended Repairers). 

The benefit is that if the insured chooses to have their taxi repaired by a Recommended Repairer, 
QOATC may exercise its discretion to cover the cost of all authorised repairs performed by the 
repairer (subject to any excess or deductible).  If the member chooses not to have their taxi repaired 
by a Recommended Repairer, QOATC may not exercise its discretion to pay the repairer's quoted 
costs of the repair and may instead settle with the member for a cash sum that QOATC considers 
reasonable in accordance with the Product Disclosure Statement for the Fund. 

Fees of $100 have been paid by electronic funds transfer. 

Please contact us if you have any queries. 
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